TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:

Weeks of November 11th and 18th (as of 11.18.13)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of November 11th and 18th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC PRESS CONTACT:
Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
jordyn_linsk@discovery.com

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 11 (as of 11.18.13)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Specials
LETTERS TO JACKIE: REMEMBERING PRESIDENT KENNEDY – Sunday, November 17
A two-hour television event, LETTERS TO JACKIE: REMEMBERING PRESIDENT KENNEDY revisits the months following the assassination of President Kennedy, when the First Lady, Jacqueline Kennedy, became the heart of the nation and received more than 800,000 letters from the country. The whole world reached out in support, and LETTERS TO JACKIE puts a spotlight on the strength and unity that emerged during one of the most iconic times in American history.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12

9:00PM ET/PT
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD – “GAME ON!”
In hopes of recapturing the old Roloff farms spirit and encouraging the kids to help out more, Matt decides to throw the first annual Family Game Day. However, there can only be one winner and everyone’s true competitive colors come out in full force!

WENDESDAY, NOVEMBER 13

9:00PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “MATT/SARAH”
To afford his dream of becoming a pro-wrestler, 25-year-old Matt has reduced his spending to just $300 a month by living with his mom and pinching pennies in every aspect of his life, including having his own mother wax his body. Extreme Cheapskate Sarah saves money every month on rent and utility bills by living with her sister, brother-in-law, their three kids and her grandmother. Although Sarah makes a good living as the baker for her family's catering business, she saves on groceries by making sure she never leaves one of their catering events without leftovers.

9:30PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “THE O’BRIENS”
The O’Brien’s refuse to buy anything new and instead find ingenious ways of fixing their broken belongings. Trying to sell the home they’ve lived in for over 10 years, the O’Brien’s find out that they’ll have to spend money on improvements. The couple teams up and prepares for an open house the cheapskate way. Aimee’s total net worth is $5.3 million but she refuses to spend more than $1000 a month. Her frugal behavior includes turning off her hot water heater, enlisting her ex-husband to do housework, and feeding houseguests cat food.

10:00PM ET/PT
**HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE – “YOU’RE GONNA DIE IN HERE”**
Once a respected high school principal, Wayne’s life changed when he was the target of a thwarted school shooting. Now paralyzed by PTSD and compulsive hoarding, Wayne has virtually barricaded himself inside his home and in turn, has abandoned his family.

**FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15**

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “MOM’S WAY OR THE HIGHWAY”**
Ashley’s appointment is threatened when her mom’s alter ego wreaks havoc on the runway. Kellie hopes dress shopping will help mend her relationship with her mom. Kimberly wants to impress her fiancé in a sexy dress but her traditional mom has other ideas.

9:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “TO SLEEVE, OR NOT TO SLEEVE”**
Amanda wants a dress that shows off her tattoos, but her mom prefers she covers up her ink. Southern gal Lexie needs to find a dress that matches her fiancé’s family heirloom veil. Will indecisive Brittany finally say yes to the dress at her final fitting?

10:00PM ET/PT
**SECRET PRINCES – “PRINCESS CHARMING”**
Oliver and James continue to date Deena and Kitty respectively, while Alex and Lorenzo yearn for their perfect princesses. Lorenzo tries his hand at blind dating, and is quite smitten with his date, Chelsea. It’s a magical evening – until the bill arrives, and the penniless prince must scramble to find a way to pay! Meanwhile, Alex meets a beautiful yoga instructor named Alaura while at an art class with his fellow princes. Then, Oliver’s attempt to help Lorenzo land a date at work backfires, but Lord Rob’s plan to play Cyrano de Bergerac for Lorenzo holds more promise.

**SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16**

9:00PM ET/PT
**UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “RATTLED”** (Network Premiere)
When a hiker tells Dr. John Lucas that she’s been bitten by a rattlesnake, he’s skeptical. But he soon learns she’s right when her condition turns critical and he and his staff race against the clock to find enough anti-venom to save her life. As a first year intern, ER Doctor Andy Kahn is tested by an apparent psychiatric patient: a man who won’t stop masturbating. But his relentless pursuit of a diagnosis surprises everyone when the man’s life-threatening condition is finally revealed. What begins as an unexplained seizure in the maternity ward becomes a trial by fire for ER doctor Tad McReynolds who’s called to the scene to save the young mother’s life.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17

8:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “REVISITED”
Visiting past clients that have been most affected by her messages from spirit, Theresa follows up with the people whose lives have drastically changed since their readings. Spirit comes through with new messages that will help them continue to heal. Then, in a shocking turn of events, Theresa meets with a wife whose husband died just one year after being read by the medium.

9:00PM ET/PT
LETTERS TO JACKIE: REMEMBERING PRESIDENT KENNEDY
LETTERS TO JACKIE: REMEMBERING PRESIDENT KENNEDY is a two-hour film that revisits the months following the assassination of President Kennedy, when the First Lady, Jacqueline Kennedy, became the heart of the nation, leading its citizens – and her own children – through a dark and difficult time. In response to the tragedy, more than 800,000 letters were sent to the White House from the country and the whole world reached out in support, and LETTERS TO JACKIE puts a spotlight on the strength and unity that emerged during one of the most iconic times in American history. LETTERS TO JACKIE reveals how a single event transcended generations, regions, races, political leanings, and religions and unified a nation in support of a family in grief.

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 18 (as of 11.18.13)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Specials
BuYING NAKED – Wednesday, November 20
Pasco County, FL, is home to one of the world’s largest nudist communities and real estate agent Jackie Youngblood has proven to be the authority figure on finding prime real estate for her clothing-optional clientele. TLC’s BUYING NAKED will follow two couples as they bare all and join Jackie in their search for a dream home.

Series Premiere
BREAKING THE FAITH – Sunday, November 24
This all-new series shares the story of eight young men and women who are trying to build a new life outside of the FLDS – either by choice or by force. In an effort to win their freedom, this group will abandon a world where every decision was made for them, leaving them to make their own life-altering choices for the first time in their lives.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

9:00PM ET/PT
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD – “FOREVER YOUNG”
Desperate for a bridal suite solution, Matt convinces Amy that a pre-fab home is the best option – but getting the house in place and functioning by the next wedding proves disastrous! Zach adds to the tension by announcing that he wants to move back home.

10PM ET/PT
LITTLE COUPLE – WELCOME HOME, WILL!
Revisit the season five one-hour premiere, and 100th episode of the series, with show facts, viewer tweets and bonus scenes! Bill and Jen take a 28-hour trip back to the states as parents! After traveling around the world to get their new son Will, we join the Klein family as they experience lots of family firsts now that their son is finally home.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20

9:00PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “JORDAN/MICHAEL”
Utah housewife Jordan manages to only spend $1400 a month for her family of five by rationing everything from the cheerios for her kids’ breakfast to sheets of toilet paper. She also keeps her grocery budget under $200 by asking her wealthy neighbors for their leftovers. And 40-year-old Michael finds new uses for everything, including using his bath water to do the dishes and his laundry as well as an old vacuum cleaner to mow his lawn.

10:00PM ET/PT
BUYING NAKED – “NUDEY-WEDS FIRST HOME”
Mike and Hillary, who are both newly married and new to the nudist lifestyle, head to a community in Pasco County, FL, in search of their first home together. Nudist real estate expert, Jackie Youngblood, hopes to make their dream come true.

10:30PM ET/PT
BUYING NAKED – “NUDIST FETCH A HOME”
Kevin and Shannon are veteran nudists and dog owners who are looking to buy a house in a clothing-optional community. It’s up to Jackie Youngblood, nudist real estate expert, to help this couple find a home that’s both nude and dog friendly.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “PLAYING CHICKEN”
Jessica wants a dress to satisfy her conservative fiancé but her family has other ideas. Savvy shopper Tracy is looking for a deal but her opinionated friend is unimpressed with the sale rack. Laura hopes a unique alteration will honor her mother in law.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “DOUBLE TROUBLE”
Engaged partners, Amy and Lex are very much in sync - but not with each other’s wedding dress styles. Will Lori and her team find a way to blend both bridal visions? Bride Tara is looking to stand out in a non-traditional, high-neck dress.

10:00PM ET/PT
SECRET PRINCES – SMELLS LIKE A PRINCE
James and Kitty grow closer. Oliver considers juggling two prospective princesses. Alaura gives Alex the cold shoulder and it sends him into a dating tailspin. And a fingerprint reader helps Lorenzo see the error of his ways when it comes to wooing ladies.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “STUCK IN A TOILET” (Network Premiere)
Paramedic Field Chief John Genova and ER Doctor David Zull join forces with an unlikely team of experts in the ER to solve the predicament of a woman who’s been stuck in a toilet for over 18 hours. ER Doctor Matthew Valente must treat a nurse who has collapsed inexplicably while at work. Then, a medevac chopper delivers a severely injured man to the trauma room of Dr. Randy Jotte. One of the man’s legs has been mangled by a stump grinder, but that turns out to be the least of his troubles.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “BACK TO NORMAL”
In this one-hour episode, although the construction is finally coming to an end, the Caputo house still feels unsettled since Larry Jr. has yet to decide whether or not he will move out. Will the eldest Caputo child finally leave the nest or will he remain Theresa's momma's boy? Plus, Theresa encounters a woman that gets absolutely furious in a private reading. Then, Theresa channels a young girl who became an internet sensation while she was battling cancer.

10:00PM ET/PT
BREAKING THE FAITH – “KEEP SWEET”
Young women in a polygamist community run by the Fundamentalist Church of Latter Day Saints (FLDS) yearn to escape this tightly controlled community. Aided by a group of young men cast out from the church, these women will attempt to leave all they have ever known to face the many challenges of life on the “outside.” But their escape could be risky when the security wing of the church, known as the “God Squad,” interferes.